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Blackberry is one of top brand that has become very popular nowadays. It is widely used by the
executive class and business class. The smart phones of Blackberry are well known for its
QWERTY keyword and high speed internet connection.  One of the latest smart phones in
Blackberry is Black berry 9380 Black.

Black berry 9380 is a 3G touch phone which ahs superb features. It has 5 megapixel camera with
features like geotagging, LED flash and autofocus. You can make many videos from it. The
Bluetooth of v2.1 with A2DP helps you to share songs, data and files with mobile phones. The
music player of this headset allows you to listen to songs of your choice. It has both GPRS and
EGDE connectivity. Further, it supports HTML web browser. With Wi â€“ Fi connectivity, you can easily
connect to social networking sites within the range. You can easily connect yourself with your near
and dear ones on face book, twitter, you tube, linked in etc. Besides this, this Blackberry smart
phone has expandable memory up to 32GB.You can save practically unlimited entries and fields in
your phonebook.

This smart phone weighs 98 grams and its total dimensions are 109 x 60 x 11.2 mm.The display
size of 8.12 cms gives high resolution of 480x360. However, Black berry 9380 works on Blackberry
operating system 7.00. You can call records while talking. This mobile phone supports ringtones
such as mp3 and midi. The powerful battery is made of Li-Ion (JM-1) which can withstand talk time
up to 5 hours and stand by time up to 240 hours. In your boring time, you can play different types of
games and can even download them form blackberry app world. Like other smart phones, you can
send SMS, MMS and emails (push mails). Since it has QWERTY keyboard, typing becomes very
easy in it. In addition, you can quickly send mails because of high speed internet connection feature
in it. For instance, if you want to send some important message to your boss, colleague or friend,
then you can do it within few minutes. Also, GPS feature in this mobile phone is very helpful that is
used to locate a place.

Purchase this stylish and elegant Blackberry 9380 online and get exciting and attractive discounts.
Buying this smart phone will not only give you benefits but will also save your time as well as money.
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